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a b s t r a c t

For the complicated structural details in ships and offshore structures, the traditional hotspot stress
approaches are known to be sensitive to the element variables of element topologies, sizes, and inte-
gration schemes. This motivated to develop a new approach for predicting reasonable hotspot stresses,
which is less sensitive to the element variables and easy to be implemented the real marine structures.
The three-point bending tests were conducted for the longitudinal attachments with the round and
rectangular weld toes. The tests were reproduced in the numerical simulations using the solid and shell
element models, and the simulation technique was validated by comparing the experimental stresses
with the simulated ones. This paper considered three hotspot stress approaches: the ESM method based
on surface stress extrapolation, the Dong's method based on nodal forces along a weld toe, and the
proposed method based on nodal forces perpendicular to an imaginary vertical plane at a weld toe. In
order to study the element sensitivities of each method, 16 solid element models and 8 shell element
models were generated under the bending and tension loads, respectively. The element sensitivity was
analyzed in terms of Stress Concentration Factors (SCFs) in viewpoints of two statistical quantities of
mean and bias with respect to the reference SCFs. The average SCFs predicted by the proposed method
were remarkably in good agreement with the reference SCFs based on the experiments and the ship
rules. Negligibly small Coefficients of Variation (CVs) of the SCFs, which is measure of statistical bias,
were drawn by the proposed method.
© 2021 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

It is well known that fatigue cracks usually originate at stress
concentration areas called 'hotspots' inweld toes or weld roots. The
presence of the stress concentration is mainly attributed to the
stress gradient where some structural discontinuities exist (Kim
et al., 2017a, 2017b). Fatigue cracks can significantly impact the
structural integrity of ships and offshore structures. Therefore, it is
very important to evaluate fatigue strength for marine structures
withmanyweld joints. Traditionally, fatigue strength evaluation for
the weld joints has been carried out using the ship rules or stan-
dards in which the associated hotspot stress-based SeN curves
were also given. This is because the SeN curves are dependent on
g).
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joint geometries and loading types (Li and Choung, 2016; Li et al.,
2018a).

The hotspot stresses have been predicted by the traditional
methods which usually mean the through-thickness linearized
stress method and extrapolated surface stress method. The tradi-
tional methods neglect notch effects by weld geometry (Radaj,
1990). The through-thickness linearized stress method not only
requires a number of elements through thickness, but also is quite
sensitive to the element sizes (Dong et al., 2007; Doerk et al., 2003;
Poutiainen et al., 2004). The extrapolated surface stress method
uses an extrapolation of element surface stresses at two reference
points ahead of a weld toe, where two reference points are deter-
mined using base plate thickness. Even if the detailed recommen-
dations for a number of notches based on the extrapolated surface
stress method are given in (Niemi and Tanskanen, 2000; Fricke,
2002; Lotsberg, 2010; Fricke and S€abel, 2000; Petershagen et al.,
1991; Niemi, 1995; Huther et al., 1999; Hobbacher, 2009; Niemi
et al., 2006; Fricke and Kahl, 2005; Remes and Fricke, 2014; Li
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et al., 2018), there are still some uncertainties in its application such
as various weld details and loading types (Dong, 2005). Use of el-
ements with higher order shape function are recommended by
International Institute ofWelding (IIW) (Hobbacher, 2009), but cost
increase forces them to be less popular. In addition, the most
classification societies have recommended to use the elements
with linear order shape function (DNV, 2014; LR, 2015). The
extrapolated surface stress method is known to be able to suggest
acceptable hotspot stresses as long as very fine element size is kept
in concerned notch area and suitable extrapolation technique is
employed simultaneously. The extrapolated surface stress method
has strict requirements on element variables of element topologies,
sizes, integration schemes, and read out locations (Kang et al.,
2007).

Dong (2001) developed an element insensitive hotspot stress
approach which linearizes normal and shear components of the
nodal stresses through thickness direction of base plate at con-
cerned hotspot. Later, consideration of the other shar stress com-
ponents in the method contributed improvement of element size
sensitivity (Doerk et al., 2003; Poutiainen et al., 2004). Dong and
Hong (2002) developed a less sensitive method which will be
denoted as Dong's method in this study. They demonstrated that
element size-insensitive hotspot stresses can be determined from
the nodal forces in an imaginary through-thickness plane along
weld toe. The nodal forces are transformed into equivalent forces
and moments with respect to mid-thickness using the statically
equivalent work principle. A set of equivalent forces and moments
must be prepared along the full perimeter of concerned weld toe,
while line forces and moments can be derived from the equivalent
nodal forces and moments. Line forces and moments are used to
yield element size-insensitive hotspot stress. The Dong's method
has been proven to be a robust method which is less sensitive to
element sizes (Kang et al., 2007; Xing and Dong, 2017; Kim et al.,
2008). As an extension of the Dong's method, Dong et al. (2000)
proposed another element size-insensitive method, which is
termed as the virtual node method. They explained that the virtual
node method is well-suited for non-continuous welds (i.e. inter-
mittent welds) and shell element models in which weld details are
not included.

In the case that Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is used to calculate
hotspot stresses, its element sensitivity needs to be demonstrated
(Li et al., 2014, 2016). The element sensitivity is determined by the
element variables such as element topologies, sizes, and integration
schemes under same element quality. The extrapolated surface
stressmethod (ESM) recommended by the IIW, whichwill be called
the ESM method hereafter, has been more widely used for the fa-
tigue strength evaluation of ships and offshore structures than the
Dong's method. The hotspot stress based on the ESM method
changes sensitively depending on whether element stress or nodal
stress is used. In addition to the sensitivity to the stress extraction
method, the ESM method is understood to be more sensitive to the
element sizes (Doerk et al., 2003; Poutiainen et al., 2004; Niemi and
Tanskanen, 2000; Fricke, 2002; Fricke and S€abel, 2000; Healy,
2004) than the Dong's method, while the Dong's method requires
a more complicated calculation procedure to predict hotspot
stresses (Poutiainen et al., 2004; Xiao and Yamada, 2004).

Plate thicknesses in ships and offshore structures which are
considered to be far thin compared with huge dimensions of length
and breadth induce the plane stress condition, so shell elements
have been more widely used than solid elements. The classification
societies recommended to use the element size of plate thickness in
way of hotspot, thus a huge number of shell elements are necessary
in a ship or offshore structure. The ESM even recommended to use
finer element sizes than plate thickness (Niemi, 1995; Hobbacher,
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2009; Fricke and Kahl, 2005; Remes and Fricke, 2014).
For this reason, the objective of this study is to propose a new

method which can predict hotspot stresses less sensitive to the
element variables with easy-to-use procedures. The proposed
method utilizes the longitudinal forces from the nodes located in a
plane transverse to the hotspot. The transverse distance to obtain
the nodal forces is called as integration interval, length parameter,
or notch effect area. The notch effect area should be determined to
obtain stable resultant forces over element variables. An approach
for determining the integration interval was proposed by observing
the transverse distribution of equivalent longitudinal bending
moments, assuming the notch effect ends when out-of-plane
bending moment is minimum or converged due to shear-lag effect.

The numerical simulation technique was verified by comparing
with the stress distributions from the three-point bending tests for
the plate with the round and rectangular longitudinal attachments.
The reference SCFs were evaluated based on the three-point
bending tests under bending and the ship rules under tension.
The effects of the element topologies, sizes, and integration
schemes on hotspot stresses under the bending and tension load-
ings by three methods were analyzed. The statistical accuracy and
bias of the predicted SCFs with respect to the reference SCFs were
also compared.
2. Hotspot stress approaches

2.1. Extrapolated surface stress method (ESM method)

The procedures and requirements for the surface stress ex-
trapolations are given in the IIW recommendations (Niemi, 1995;
Hobbacher, 2009; Fricke and Kahl, 2005; Remes and Fricke, 2014)
and the ship rules published by some classification societies (DNV,
2014; IACS, 2014; LR, 2015). According to the IIW recommenda-
tions, hotspots are classified into two types based on hotspot lo-
cations: TYPE A hotspot on plate surface and TYPE B hotspot along
plate edge. A longitudinal attachment usually forms TYPE A hotspot
at weld toe. The recommendations suggest to use element sizes less
than base plate thickness t in stress concentration zone.

Fig. 1 was reproduced in accordance with the IIW recommen-
dations. Finite element models with the element sizes larger than
0.4 t in hotspot zone are regarded as the coarse mesh model as
shown in Fig. 1(a), while the fine mesh model has element size less
than 0.4 t (refer to Fig.1(b)). Surface stress si at ith element in coarse
mesh model can be taken from element centroid. Surface stresses
at 0.5 t and 1.5 t are extrapolated to the vertical plane formed by the
dashed red line, thus the extrapolations generate s0:5t and s1:5t
ahead of the weld toe in Fig. 1(a). Hotspot stress can be determined
by extrapolating s0:5t and s1:5t to the vertical plane produced by the
solid blue line.

Similar procedure can be applied to finemeshmodels, but nodal
stresses can be used instead of element centroid stresses. Two
nodal stresses at 0.4 t (s0:4t) and 1.0 t (s1:0t) are extrapolated to the
vertical plane formed by the solid blue line in Fig.1(b). In the case of
solid element models, the element face stresses extrapolated by
shape function have been popularly used. Overlaying of very thin
membrane element on solid element face can be alternative to
capture the solid element face stress.
2.2. Dong's method

According to the statically equivalent work principle, Dong and
Hong (2002) have given a robust procedure to predict element-
insensitive hotspot stress based on line forces f and moments m
converted from nodal forces F and moments M along a weld toe.



Fig. 1. Description of the ESM method.
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The resultant of nodal forces along a weld toe should remain con-
stant for different element variables as long as weld toe length is
kept constant.

The solid element model with the weld metal shown in Fig. 2(a)
should be prepared so that the nodes in plate thickness direction
are co-linear. The nodal forces F in Fig. 2(a) are summed to
calculate equivalent nodal forcesF e andmomentsMe with respect
to the mid-thickness line. The nodal forces F are captured from the
co-linear nodes and should be perpendicular to vertical plane. The
line forces f and moments m in Fig. 2(a) can be also obtained from
Fig. 2. Description of th
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the F e and Me using the simultaneous equations in Eq. (1). Once f
andm are obtained, membrane stress sm and bending stress sb can
be solved to calculate hotspot stress shs using Eq. (2). As shown in
Eq. (1), le is element size along welding path. Subscriptsm and i are
the number of elements and nodes, respectively, and subscript e
means equivalent.

In the meantime, for shell element models, equivalent nodal
forces F e nodal moments Me can be taken from finite element
model, directly. In other words, F e and Me are same as F and M
which are perpendicular to the intersection line shown in Fig. 2(b).
e Dong's method.
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shs;i ¼sm;i þ sb;i ¼
fi
t
þ 6mi

t2
(2)
2.3. Proposed method

Similar to the Dong's approach, the proposed method depends
on nodal forces that produce resultant membrane force Fx and
resultant bending moment components of My and Mz. Fx is
perpendicular to an imaginary vertical plate section in longitudinal
direction, while My and Mz are bending moments with respect to
the transverse and vertical lines crossing the centroid of the vertical
plate section, respectively.

Because the resultant membrane stress and bending stress
components are easily determined by Eqs. (3)e(5), the stress
components can be classified into a type of the structural stresses
that take into account notch effects. Sum of nodal forces should be
in equilibrium with three resultant stress components at any
instance. Resultant stresses will steadily increase as the degree of
stress concentration sharply increases at a notch, while vice versa is
same. Therefore, the proposed approach can provide stable hotspot
stresses shs.

Let j and k be node numbers in transverse and thickness di-
rections for solid element models, then m is the number of nodes
measured from weld toe to integration interval l and n is the
number of nodes measured in thickness direction. F is the longi-
tudinal component of nodal force, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Resultant
membrane force Fx, out-of-plane bending moment My, and in-
plane bending moment Mz are derived using Eqs. (3)e(5) where
Y andZ denote the coordinates with respect to the local coordinate
system in Fig. 3(a). Longitudinal or membrane stress sm, out-of-
plane bending stress sby, and in-plane bending stress sbz can be
determined using Eqs. (6)e(8). Three stress components are used to
obtain hotspot stress shs using Eq. (9).

Because it is possible to directly pick up resultant out-of-plane
bending moment from nodes in shell element model without
weld metals, out-of-plane moment should be written in a vector
My . Resultant out-of-plane bending moment My is simple sum of
My;j where j ranges from 1 tom. Longitudinal force Fx and in-plane
bendingmomentMz can be determined by the sameway as in solid
element model.

Fx ¼
Xm
j¼1

Xn
k¼1

F jk (3)
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My ¼
Xm
j¼1

Xn
k¼1

F jk

�
Zjk �

t
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�
(4)

Mz ¼
Xm
j¼1

Xn
k¼1

F jk

�
l
2
�Yjk

�
(5)

sm¼ Fx
l� t

(6)

sby¼
6My

l� t2
(7)

sbz ¼
6Mz

l2 � t
(8)

shs ¼ sm þ sby þ sbz (9)

Determination of length parameter l which produces element-
insensitive hotspot stress in the proposed method remains chal-
lenging. Length parameter l is necessary to determine three stress
components in Eqs. (6)e(8). Length parameter means the integra-
tion interval to calculate Fx, My, and Mz. Dong et al. (2000) used
concept of the length parameter in the virtual node method. They
defined two kinds of the length parameters: target distance l along
weld toe line measured from hotspot to a target node and virtual
distance l0 along weld toe line from hotspot to a virtual node. Dong
and Hong (2002) declared that a condition of l � 2 l0 was available
to calculate shs for weld ends.

Out-of-plane bending moment My can be produced when
external bending moment or axial tension is applied. As long as
transverse location is close to a weld toe, out-of-plane bending
moment near the location can be developed remarkably. The
generated My would not be neglected if geometric notch effect
continues. The integration interval for derivation of resultant force
or moment should be extended until the geometric notch effect
vanishes and thus decreasing trend in the out-of-plane bending
moments turns into increasing trend.

Longitudinal stress distributions in transverse direction tends to
increase in way of longitudinal stiffeners and to decrease in the
middle of longitudinal stiffeners. This phenomenon is called shear-
lag effect which often occurs in marine structures. The notch stress
is assumed to be effective until the longitudinal stress distribution
along the transverse direction has an inflection point due to the
shear-lag effect. Fig. 4 shows an approach to determine l using the
distribution of My when a plate with longitudinal attachment is
subjected to tension. The My decreases due to reduction of the



Fig. 3. Description of the proposed method.

Fig. 4. Determination of l in proposed method.
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notch effect as transverse position y moves away from hotspot, as
presented in Fig. 4. Length parameter l, which is also treated as
transverse interval of notch effect, is y coordinate corresponding to
minimum value of My;j. The l determined by this method can also
be used to obtain resultant force and moment in case that bending
moment is applied to the same structure.
383
3. Reference SCFs based on experiments and standards

Marine structures are exposed to multiple types of wave
induced loads throughout their expected lifetime. During opera-
tion, hydrodynamic pressure and associated hull girder loads can
result in time-varying high stress processes which can be well
developed in end connections on longitudinal stiffener, as shown in



Fig. 5. Fatigue crack from lateral pressure on ship shell plating (DNV, 2015a).

Fig. 6. Configuration of longitudinal attachments (unit: mm).
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Fig. 5 (DNV, 2015a). In other words, fatigue cracks would be initi-
ated at the weld toe in the end connection by the developed hot-
spot stresses. The hull girder loads not only dominantly contribute
384
generation of hotspot stresses but also the wave pressure on side
shell plating can elevates hotspot stresses, which can greatly affect
the accumulation of fatigue damage.



Fig. 8. Three-point bending test.
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Stress concentrations inwelded structures usually occur at weld
toes which can be described by some geometric parameters of leg
length and flank angle. Stress gradients in way of weld toes can be
influenced by those weld geometric parameters and weld-induced
initial imperfections. Residual stress and thermal distortion are
well-known initial imperfections. Therefore, weld toe geometry of
test specimens needs to be specially designed to minimize the
initial imperfections.

Two types of the longitudinal attachments with the round and
rectangular weld toes shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) were taken into
account to obtain the reference SCF values. The specimens were
machined from a very thick (100 mm) base plate without welding
process. The base plate was a high strength steel for ships and
offshore platforms. The experimental yield strength at quarter layer
in thickness was 421.5 MPa. Even though the machining process
was composed of wire cutting and grinding with coolant and
thermal distortions could be minimized, thermal distortions during
grinding works force the specimen thickness to be at least 20 mm.
In order to keep plane stress conditionwhich occurs inmostmarine
structures, the specimen thickness should be thin enough
compared to other dimensions. The specimen thickness of 20 mm
did not satisfy the perfect plain stress condition, but it was the
minimum thickness that could be machined. The gross depth
measured from the specimen bottom to the specimen top was
70 mm. Geometric details can be found in Fig. 6(a) and (b) where
the leg length was 10 mm in accordance with the reference (DNV,
2015b) and the flank angle was 45�. The length and breadth of
the specimens were 460mmand 140mm, respectively, considering
the size of the three-point bending jig. Fig. 6(c) and (d) show the
specimen photos. Measurement for the actual specimens
confirmed that the measured specimen dimensions well agreed
with the designed ones.

Fifteen uniaxial strain gauges were bonded to the plate surface
near the weld toe along longitudinal direction. The corresponding
longitudinal stresses were evaluated with nominal Young's
modulus of 206 GPa. The strain gauge locations are shown in Fig. 7
where 14 strain gauges were 1.0 t spaced in two rows 0.5 t and 1.5 t
ahead the weld toe. In the meantime, one strain gauge was located
at 1.0 t on the centerline.

Fig. 8 shows the three-point bending test set up. The simply-
supported boundary conditions were applied to the specimens
using the three-point bending jig with the two rollers and one
indenter. The effective beam span le was 400 mm. The quasi-static
load with 1 mm/min speed was applied to each specimen until the
extrapolated hotspot stress using the classification society rules
(DNV, 2014) reached approximately 40% of the yield strength. The
Fig. 7. Strain gauge location
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maximum load recorded was 14.7 kN.
Nominal bending stress sn for a flat rectangular plate under

three-point bending can be obtained from analytical formula. The
calculated nominal stress reading at 50 mm from mid-span was
sn ¼ 118.1 MPa. The hotspot stresses were calculated using the
longitudinal stresses obtained from the strain gages, as depicted in
Fig. 7(a) and (b) corresponding to the rectangular and round weld
attachments subjected to the bending moment and tension.
s in the test specimens.



Table 1
Reference SCFs.

Bending moment Tension

Experiment (as reference) Ship rules Experiment Ship rules (as reference)

Round toe 1.420 1.40 N/A 1.28
Rectangular toe 1.425 1.40 N/A 1.28
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Because SCFs are defined as hotspot stress divided by nominal
stress, the experimental SCFs were 1.425 and 1.420 for the rect-
angular and round weld attachments, respectively.

The SCF under bending moment and tension are recommended
as 1.40 and 1.28 for the longitudinal attachments based on classi-
fication society rules (DNV, 2014; IACS, 2014). Table 1 summarizes
the SCFs obtained from the experiments and ship rules. The
experimental SCFs under bending moment and the ship rules-
based SCFs under tension will be used as the reference SCFs in
this study.

4. Validation of finite element analyses

4.1. Modeling of test specimens

In this study, FEAs were performed using a commercial finite
element software (ABAQUS, 2018). The objective of the FEAs was to
see similarity between the experimental and FEA-based stresses. It
was assumed that Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio were
206 GPa and 0.3, respectively. Any non-linear effect was not
included in the finite element simulations. The 8-node solid
element with full and reduced integration points (C3D8 and
C3D8R) and the 4-node shell element with full and reduced inte-
gration points (S4 and S4R) were used for the finite element models
with the two attachments. Here, it was assumed that the smaller
the element size, the more the stress converged. Considering the
practical number of elements, the converged element size was 0.25
t. In this paper, they are called very fine mesh models as shown in
Fig. 9(a)-(c). The weld metal was not included in the shell element
model. The six cases for the validation of FEA were prepared ac-
cording to the types of weld toe, topologies, integration schemes,
and sizes, as delineated in Table 2.

An attempt was made to reproduce the same boundary and
loading conditions as those in the three-point bending tests. The
simply-supported boundary conditions were applied to the nodes
along the roller contact lines. The concentrated vertical loading
applied to the reference node was distributed using displacement
coupling element which connects the reference node with the
surface nodes along the mid-span, as shown in Fig. 9(d) and (e).
They were coupled in z-displacements only. After finite element
simulations, the nodal surface stresses at the strain gauge locations
were extracted.

4.2. Comparison between experimental and FEA-based results

In the case of the solid elementmodels, the nodal stresses at two
distances of 0.5 t and 1.5 t in front of the weld toe were compared
with the experimental stresses. Since the shell element models
have noweld details, the nodal stresses at two distances of 0.5 t and
1.5 t in front of the attachment end were given in Fig. 10 where the
origin in abscissa is the specimen centerline.

The RD-SDeFIe025 and RT-SDeFIe025models show the closest
agreement with the experimental results. It means that the solid
element model with full integration points are recommended for
fatigue damage predictions to ensure reasonable stresses. The solid
elements with reduced integration scheme are not recommended
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because they may produce less conservative stresses. Because of
hourglass effect (Belytschko et al., 1984), the RD-SD-RI-025 and RT-
SD-RI-025 models are not suitable when stress gradient exists
significantly.

The hourglass effect in the shell element models (SH-FI-025 and
SH-RI-025 models) does not exist because shell elements do not
model thickness dimension. The SH-FI-025 and SH-RI-025 models
overestimate stresses in all locations except the point 0.5 t on the
centerline. Absence of weld representation may induce change in
transverse stiffness in way of the weld toe. This exists in the SH-FI-
025 and SH-RI-025models. Therefore, the shell elementmodels are
less reasonable than the solid element models.

Observing the centerline stress distributions from Fig. 11, the
RD-SDeFIe025 and RT-SDeFIe025 models predict the stresses at
1.0 t accurately. In addition, it can be seen that the stress gradient in
the longitudinal direction is nonlinear. This means that the stress
extrapolation to hotspot plane can be largely affected by selection
of the stress read-out location.
5. Element sensitivity study

5.1. Modeling and analysis cases

One of the aims of this study is to prove excellence of the pro-
posed method, so this is closely related to how the integration in-
terval l can be determined. FEA models with broaden widths were
necessary for determination of l. All other dimensions were kept to
be same as the experimental specimens' dimensions shown in
Fig. 6, while the width of 140 mm was increased to 460 mm.
Considering stiffeners spacing in real ships and offshore structures
are generally broader than that defined in Fig. 6, this is a very
realistic model design for element sensitivity study.

In order to investigate element sensitivities of three hotspot
stress approaches, two element topologies (solid and shell), four
element sizes (0.25 t, 0.33 t, 0.50 t, and 1.00 t), and two different
element integration points (full and reduced integration points)
were considered. The sixteen solid element models for the round
and rectangular weld toes were summarized in Table 3. The eight
shell element models are listed in Table 4. Fig. 12 shows the solid
and shell element models with different element sizes. The four
levels of element sizes from the finest one (0.25 t� 0.25 t) to the
coarsest one (1.00 t� 1.00 t) are displayed in Fig. 12.

Two loading types were taken into account: three-point
bending and tension, respectively. Therefore, the total number of
simulation cases were increased to 32 cases for the solid element
models and 16 cases for the shell element models. The load and
boundary conditions described in Fig. 9 were applied the models
for the three-point bending simulations, as presented in Fig. 13 (a).
Two set of symmetric boundary conditions with respect to x-plane
and y-plane, respectively, were imposed on the nodes located at the
sections for the tension loading. A unit longitudinal stress was
applied to the aftermost and foremost sections as shown in Fig. 13
(b).



Fig. 9. Finite element models and boundary condition for verifying the experimental results.

Table 2
Six models for validation of FEA.

Weld toe Topology Integration Elem size Model label

Round (RD) Solid (SD) Full (FI) 0.25t (025) RD-SDeFIe025
Round (RD) Solid (SD) Reduced (RI) 0.25t (025) RD-SD-RI-025
Rect. (RT) Solid (SD) Full (FI) 0.25t (025) RT-SDeFIe025
Rect. (RT) Solid (SD) Reduced (RI) 0.25t (025) RT-SD-RI-025
N/A Shell (SH) Full (FI) 0.25t (025) SH-FI-025
N/A Shell (SH) Reduced (RI) 0.25t (025) SH-RI-025

C.B. Li and J. Choung International Journal of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering 13 (2021) 379e395
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5.2. Element size sensitivity study in each hotspot approach

In order to see the effect of the element sizes on shs in each
hotspot stress approach, the solid models with full integration
points with the round weld attachment (RD-SD-FI series models)
were simulated under three-point bending and tension.

5.2.1. ESM method
In order to evaluate the hotspot stresses based on the ESM

method, the nodal stress components were extracted from the
surface. The longitudinal stress distributions along the longitudinal
position in front of the weld toe are plotted for the different



Fig. 10. Longitudinal stress distributions along transverse direction.

Fig. 11. Longitudinal stress distributions in longitudinal direction along the centerline.

Table 3
Sixteen solid element models.

Weld toe Topology Integration Elem size Model label Weld toe Topology Integration Elem size Model label

Round (RD) Solid (SD) Full (FI) 0.25t (025) RD-SDeFIe025 Rect. (RT) Solid (SD) Full (FI) 0.25t (025) RT-SDeFIe025
Round (RD) Solid (SD) Full (FI) 0.33t (033) RD-SDeFIe033 Rect. (RT) Solid (SD) Full (FI) 0.33t (033) RT-SDeFIe033
Round (RD) Solid (SD) Full (FI) 0.50t (050) RD-SDeFIe050 Rect. (RT) Solid (SD) Full (FI) 0.50t (050) RT-SDeFIe050
Round (RD) Solid (SD) Full (FI) 1.00t (100) RD-SDeFIe100 Rect. (RT) Solid (SD) Full (FI) 1.00t (100) RT-SDeFIe100
Round (RD) Solid (SD) Reduced (RI) 0.25t (025) RD-SD-RI-025 Rect. (RT) Solid (SD) Reduced (RI) 0.25t (025) RT-SD-RI-025
Round (RD) Solid (SD) Reduced (RI) 0.33t (033) RD-SD-RI-033 Rect. (RT) Solid (SD) Reduced (RI) 0.33t (033) RT-SD-RI-033
Round (RD) Solid (SD) Reduced (RI) 0.50t (050) RD-SD-RI-050 Rect. (RT) Solid (SD) Reduced (RI) 0.50t (050) RT-SD-RI-050
Round (RD) Solid (SD) Reduced (RI) 1.00t (100) RD-SD-RI-100 Rect. (RT) Solid (SD) Reduced (RI) 1.00t (100) RT-SD-RI-100
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Table 4
Eight shell element models.

Topology Integration Elem size Model label

Shell (SH) Full (FI) 0.25t (025) SH-FI-025
Shell (SH) Full (FI) 0.33t (033) SH-FI-033
Shell (SH) Full (FI) 0.50t (050) SH-FI-050
Shell (SH) Full (FI) 1.00t (100) SH-FI-100
Shell (SH) Reduced (RI) 0.25t (025) SH-RI-025
Shell (SH) Reduced (RI) 0.33t (033) SH-RI-033
Shell (SH) Reduced (RI) 0.50t (050) SH-RI-050
Shell (SH) Reduced (RI) 1.00t (100) SH-RI-100

Fig. 12. Simulation models with two longitudinal attachments.
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element sizes, as presented in Fig. 14. The longitudinal stresses for
the different element sizes were almost converged into single curve
at positions more than 1.0 t as shown Fig. 14(b), thus those for the
cases under tension are less sensitive to the element sizes. There
were large scatters in the longitudinal stresses for the cases under
three-point bending. If the ESM method applies to the bending
stress dominant-problems, the hotspot stress will be very sensitive
to element sizes, as shown in Table 5.
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5.2.2. Dong's method
As shown in Fig. 15, membrane stress sm, bending stress sb, and

hotspot stresses shs were calculated from weld toe to mid-span
along weld toe line by the Dong's method. As expected, the
maximum stress in each case occurred at weld toe or hotspot (weld
line length ¼ 0).

Membrane stresses sm even exist under the three-point
bending, because there was the weld attachment only on the top
side of the base plate. This might induce the negative membrane
stresses. Bending stresses sb in red lines in Fig. 15 were developed
dominantly as expected. Hotspot stresses were reduced by the
slightly developed membrane stresses, especially near the hotspot
(see Fig.15(a)). Asymmetricity induced by theweld attachment also
forced to develop the bending stresses under the tension loadings.
The bending stresses remarkably occurred near the hotspot. The
highly developed membrane stresses contributed the increase of
the hotspot stresses, as presented in Fig. 15(b).

The Dong's method successfully predicted the membrane,



Fig. 13. Load and boundary condition for simulations.

Fig. 14. Longitudinal stress distributions in ESM method.

Table 5
Hotspot stress derived in ESM method (unit: MPa).

Under bending Under tension

0.4 t 1.0 t Hotspot 0.4 t 1.0 t Hotspot

RD-SDeFIe025 50.91 39.29 58.70 1.35 1.22 1.448
RD-SDeFIe033 56.42 37.56 69.06 1.46 1.21 1.620

0.5 t 1.5 t Hotspot 0.5 t 1.5 t Hotspot

RD-SDeFIe050 48.31 29.12 57.90 1.39 1.16 1.500
RD-SDeFIe100 50.33 20.79 65.09 1.45 1.15 1.596

Fig. 15. Stress distribution
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bending, and hotspot stresses at the weld toe for the different
element size models under the tension. In the meantime, the ac-
curacy for predicting the bending stresses at the weld toewas quite
reduced under the bending. As a result, the hotspot stresses for the
different element sizes showed increased scatter as shown in
Fig. 15(a). Conclusively speaking, the Dong's method provides more
stable hotspot stress estimation when tension load is dominant.
s in Dong's method.



Fig. 16. Determination of length parameter in the proposed method.

Fig. 17. Stress components at weld toe in proposed method.
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5.2.3. Proposed method
For the four levels of the element size (0.25t, 0.33t, 0.5t, and

1.0t), the length parameters are calculated to satisfy the conditions
391
specified in Fig. 4. First finding was that the length parameters
resulted in a linear relation with respect to a ratio of element size
(le) divided by plate thickness, as given in Fig. 16. Next finding was
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that increase of the element size also induced increase of l, as
shown in Fig. 16.

Fig.17 shows the component stresses and the associated hotspot
stress for the different element size models. It should be noted that
scales in two graphs of Fig. 17 were kept same as those by the ESM
method and Dong's method. Overall stress variations appeared to
be relatively stable when the element size was increased to the
plate thickness. Therefore, we can conclude that proposed method
quite reduced element size sensitivities in the stress components as
well as and final hotspot stress for the cases under bending
moment and tension, as shown in Fig. 17(a) and (b), respectively.
5.3. Comparison of SCFs by hotspot stress approaches

The maximum longitudinal stress concentration in each finite
element model was assumed to occur on the centerline at the weld
toe. Based on the ship rules (DNV, 2014; IACS, 2014), the SCFs for
longitudinal attachments are 1.28 and 1.40 under tension and
bending, respectively. The SCF under three-point bending was
already verified to be reliable in this study. The SCFs based on the
ship rules and experiments are hereafter considered to be the
reference SCFs under tension and three-point bending.

The nominal stress was calculated to be 35.98 MPa based on the
beam theory, thus the SCF under the three-point bending was
hotspot longitudinal stress divided by the nominal bending stress
of 35.98 MPa. Because unit longitudinal stress was applied to the
finite element models under tension, hotspot longitudinal stress
was same as SCF.

The SCFs by the element sizes and integration schemes in the
solid element models were displayed in Fig. 18 where each figure
Fig. 18. SCFs for solid
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was grouped by the weld toe type and loading type. In the cases of
RD-SD and RT-SD series models under the three-point bending, the
SCFs by the proposed approach were in good agreement with
respect to the reference SCF. In addition, very reduced sensitivity by
the element sizes and integration schemes was found in the SCFs
(refer to Fig. 18(a) and (b)). The improved accuracy and reduced
scatter by the proposed method were also effective for the RD-SD
and RT-SD models under the tension (see Fig. 18(c) and (d)), even
though element sensitivities were slightly increased; i.e. as element
size increased, the SCFs was increased slightly.

The ESM method predicted the SCFs with very large scatters
depending on the element sizes and integration schemes. The SCF
underestimation looked more remarkable when the element size
was 1.0 t and the reduced integration scheme was applied. It may
be because of well-known hourglass effect, so we have to avoid to
use large sized element with reduced integration scheme.

The SCFs by Dong's method became less sensitive to the element
size than those by the ESM method. The SCF variation under the
three-point bending looked better than that under the tension. The
Dong's method predicted the SCFs conservatively in most cases.

The proposed method presented that SCFs based on the shell
models under bending moment showed small differences with the
reference SCF (refer to Fig. 19(a)). A similar trend was also observed
in Fig. 19(b) which was under tension. The Dong's method pre-
dicted the less or more conservative SCFs than those by the ESM
method or proposed method. It states that the ESMmethodmay be
more suitable than the Dong's method when we use shell element
models.

The SCFs based on three methods for the solid and shell element
models are listed in Table 6 and Table 7, respectively. In addition,
element models.



Fig. 19. SCFs for shell element models.

Table 6
SCFs for solid element models.

Model Under bending Model Under tension

ESM Dong Proposed ESM Dong Proposed

RD-SDeFIe025 1.631 1.810 1.387 RD-SDeFIe025 1.448 1.647 1.251
RD-SDeFIe033 1.919 1.783 1.397 RD-SDeFIe033 1.620 1.639 1.276
RD-SDeFIe050 1.609 1.736 1.443 RD-SDeFIe050 1.500 1.657 1.323
RD-SDeFIe100 1.809 1.551 1.448 RD-SDeFIe100 1.596 1.694 1.339

SCF ratio 1.226 1.211 0.999 SCF ratio 1.204 1.296 1.013
CV 0.085 0.068 0.022 CV 0.053 0.015 0.031

RD-SD-RI-025 1.517 1.815 1.397 RD-SD-RI-025 1.391 1.626 1.246
RD-SD-RI-033 1.648 1.832 1.417 RD-SD-RI-033 1.454 1.610 1.267
RD-SD-RI-050 1.552 1.805 1.440 RD-SD-RI-050 1.386 1.534 1.331
RD-SD-RI-100 1.134 1.695 1.475 RD-SD-RI-100 1.090 1.184 1.359

SCF ratio 1.030 1.258 1.008 SCF ratio 1.039 1.163 1.016
CV 0.155 0.035 0.023 CV 0.123 0.139 0.041

RT-SDeFIe025 1.644 1.789 1.438 RT-SDeFIe025 1.447 1.577 1.279
RT-SDeFIe033 1.939 1.778 1.462 RT-SDeFIe033 1.616 1.562 1.323
RT-SDeFIe050 2.122 1.804 1.503 RT-SDeFIe050 1.787 1.725 1.369
RT-SDeFIe100 1.307 1.518 1.516 RT-SDeFIe100 1.550 1.539 1.275

SCF ratio 1.230 1.209 1.039 SCF ratio 1.250 1.251 1.025
CV 0.203 0.079 0.025 CV 0.089 0.053 0.034

RT-SD-RI-025 1.524 1.797 1.484 RT-SD-RI-025 1.390 1.551 1.287
RT-SD-RI-033 1.635 1.794 1.524 RT-SD-RI-033 1.439 1.512 1.332
RT-SD-RI-050 1.749 1.792 1.531 RT-SD-RI-050 1.493 1.481 1.374
RT-SD-RI-100 0.744 1.257 1.553 RT-SD-RI-100 0.999 1.014 1.272

SCF ratio 0.992 1.165 1.069 SCF ratio 1.039 1.085 1.028
CV 0.322 0.162 0.019 CV 0.169 0.182 0.035

Av. Of SCF ratio 1.119 1.211 1.029 Av. Of SCF ratio 1.133 1.199 1.021
Average of CV 0.191 0.086 0.022 Average of CV 0.108 0.097 0.035
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SCF ratio which is the average SCF divided by the reference SCF, was
also added to the end of each case group, the SCF ratio states how
much the predicted SCF approaches to the reference SCF. In other
word, the SCF ratio is an indicator of prediction accuracy. Coeffi-
cient of variation (CV) is necessary to evaluate how close the
calculated SCFs are to the average SCF. Small CV implies that the
predicted SCFs are less sensitive to the considered element
variables.

Evaluation based on the SCF ratio for the solid element models
under bending states that the Dong's method provided more
improved result than the ESM method, while the CV by the Dong's
method is smaller than that by the ESM method. Unlike two other
methods, the proposed method not only predicted the SCF ratio
very close to unity, but also extremely small CVs were predicted.
The Dong's method predicted the larger CV than the ESMmethod in
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RD-SD-RI and RT-SD-RI series models under tension. In the
meantime, the proposed method provided very excellent SCF ac-
curacy and concentration for the tension cases.

When we compare sensitivities with respect to element inte-
gration schemes, for instance comparison between RD-SDeFIe100
and RD-SD-RI-100, the ESMmethod estimates the huge differences
in the SCFs. It means that a special attention should be raised when
we select element integration schemes with the ESM method. This
sensitivity was much improved by applying the Dong's method, but
a negligible sensitivity existed in the SCFs by the proposed method.

By the Dong's method, the SCF ratios less than unity were
derived for the shell element models under bending, as shown in
Table 7. Accumulated fatigue damages decrease proportionally to
smhs where the m is power of SeN curve slope, thus the Dong's



Table 7
SCFs for shell element models.

Model Under bending Model Under tension

ESM Dong Proposed ESM Dong Proposed

SH-FI-025 1.542 1.470 1.382 SH-FI-025 1.355 1.823 1.282
SH-FI-033 1.775 1.343 1.440 SH-FI-033 1.548 1.676 1.333
SH-FI-050 1.693 1.119 1.464 SH-FI-050 1.401 1.596 1.363
SH-FI-100 1.792 0.648 1.530 SH-FI-100 1.367 1.399 1.369

SCF ratio 1.195 0.805 1.022 SCF ratio 1.108 1.268 1.044
CV 0.067 0.316 0.042 CV 0.063 0.109 0.030

SH-RI-025 1.514 1.458 1.371 SH-RI-025 1.295 1.617 1.265
SH-RI-033 1.659 1.342 1.390 SH-RI-033 1.369 1.484 1.287
SH-RI-050 1.652 1.139 1.444 SH-RI-050 1.383 1.418 1.335
SH-RI-100 1.777 0.752 1.497 SH-RI-100 1.366 1.211 1.343

SCF ratio 1.160 0.824 1.002 SCF ratio 1.057 1.119 1.022
CV 0.065 0.264 0.040 CV 0.029 0.118 0.029

Av. Of SCF ratio 1.178 0.814 1.012 Av. Of SCF ratio 1.083 1.194 1.033
Average of CV 0.066 0.290 0.041 Average of CV 0.046 0.114 0.029
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method may not be recommended for the shell element applica-
tions under bending. Most reliable average of SCF ratio for the shell
element models under bending and tension are given by the pro-
posed method, providing the smallest CVs also. The ESM method
was more recommended for the shell element models under ten-
sion than the Dong's method.

Sensitivity over the element integration schemes of shell
element is much reduced than those of solid element. If many
marine structures have been modeled using shell elements for
evaluation of fatigue strengths, there will be little concern on
selecting the number of integration points of shell element.
6. Conclusions

Theoretical backgrounds of two representative hotspot ap-
proaches were reviewed: ESM method recommended by the In-
ternational Institute of Welding (Niemi, 1995; Hobbacher, 2009;
Fricke and Kahl, 2005; Remes and Fricke, 2014) and the Dong's
method (Dong and Hong, 2002). Even though the Dong's method is
known to be less sensitive to element sizes than the ESM method,
some sensitivity over other element variables needs to be studied.
In addition, a new approach was proposed based on nodal forces
providing less sensitive hotspot stresses. Because a key point in the
proposed method was to determine the integration interval, a
simple idea was presented.

In order to obtain the reference SCFs, the three-point bending
tests for the specimens with the round and rectangular weld toes
were performed. The SCF based on the ship rules was very close to
the experimental SCFs, thus the experiment-based SCFs were used
as the reference ones. No experimental SCFs for the cases under
tension leaded to regard the ship rules-based SCF as the reference
one.

Numerical simulation technique was verified through compar-
ison of longitudinal stress distributions with experimental ones.
The solid and shell element models with very fine mesh re-
finements were used for the verification of the numerical simula-
tion technique. The solid element models with the full integration
scheme provided most reliable longitudinal stress distributions
compared to the experimental stresses.

Defining full and reduced integration schemes, four levels of
element sizes, and loading types of three-point bending and lon-
gitudinal tension, 32 and 16 finite element analysis cases for the
solid and shell element models, respectively, were generated.
Observation of the longitudinal stress distributions for the round
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toe solid element models with full integration scheme (RD-SD-FI
series) under tension stated that the ESM method predicted them
with reliable accuracy, while it failed to secure the accuracy for the
cases under bending moment. The Dong's method predicted more
reliable hotspot stresses at weld toe for the cases under tension
than those under bendingmoment. It was confirmed that the stress
components and associated hotspot stress by the Dong's method
were less sensitive to the element sizes than the ESM method for
the cases under bending or tension.

Graphical reviews for the predicted SCFs for the solid and shell
element models under bending and tension states that the pro-
posed method was more reasonable than the ESM and Dong's
methods in terms of accuracy and degree of concentration. Two
statistical parameters of average SCF ratio and CV were introduced
to see statistical differences of the SCFs predicted by threemethods.
The average SCF ratios by the proposed method were closest to
unity for all considered cases, thus the accuracy of the proposed
method was proven. The CVs by the proposed method were
smallest for all cases considered. If bendingmoments are dominant,
a special attention was required when the Dong's method was
applied to shell element models because it would bring about
smaller fatigue damages than those in reality.

The most important part in applying the proposed method is to
determine the integration interval. It should be checked that the
proposed method is also possible to predict stable SCFs for other
dimensions of welded joints, various combinations of tension and
bending loadings. Especially, the linear relation of the length
parameter is still effective for those design variables. Further
challenge of this study is to apply the proposed method to ships
and offshore structures with complicated welding details. Some
members of offshore structures require a thickness exceeding
30 mm. It is necessary to confirm in the future whether the pro-
posed method can be applied to such thick plates.
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